Regulation of the synthesis of hydrogenase (formate hydrogen-lyase linked) of E. coli.
The regulation of synthesis of the hydrogenase which is a component of the formate hydrogen-lyase complex was studied by means of a strain of Escherichia coli possessing a transcriptional fusion of the hydrogenase gene (hyd) with the lacZ gene (hyd::lac fusion). Formation of active hydrogenase in the wild strain requires the presence of nickel in the medium; transcription of the hyd gene, however, is independent from the presence of Ni2+. Ni2+ addition to Ni2+-prestarved cells did not lead to any activation of presumptive hydrogenase apoprotein. Regulatory mutants were isolated in which nitrate repression of hyd::lac expression was relieved. Two main classes of regulatory mutants were identified: (i) Mutants with a defect in nitrate reductase; (ii) mutants with a cis-dominant regulatory mutation closely linked to the hyd::lac fusion. In the presence of formate which acts as an inducer, the hyd::lac fusion was also expressed under aerobic conditions. The results infer that nitrate repression of transcription of the hydrogenase structural gene is not effected by nitrate itself but requires the function of the electron transport chain leading to nitrate and that mutations in the promoter/operator region of the hyd cistron may confer insensitivity to redox control both by oxygen and nitrate.